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l._0 _K _ __..I- Spoke with Michael Salmon 23rd February 2010
I spoke with Michael Salmon 23'd February 20 l Oregarding his mediation of the IDK
}natter.
Michael is happy to be the mediator in the process. I informed him that I had raised the question with
IDK
!pointing out clearly to him that Michael Salmon was employed by the Church to oversee
the implementation of Towards Healing and was an experienced and qualified mediator. !DK
jsaw no
trouble with this. Michael has all the material relevant to the iDK
jmatter and agreed to be in touch
with lDK
rn the near future.
Michael will also contact the police in the conventional notification process that we have regarding this
matter mentioning the complaint against Murrin but not mentioning the name of the complainant. I also
indicated that the appointment had been made with Professor Harvey Whiteford at the request of CCI.
ThelDK
!matter does come under the policy CCI has with the Marist Brothers. Michael Salmon
agreed to clarify withlDK
lin his discussions with rum whether or not his barrister friend would be
there as a support person or would take part in the legal financial discussions. This has an effect on who
else is present supporting the Marist Brothers. Joe Bucci is aware of this matter and the steps that we have
taken. There will be follow up with Professor Whiteford to see if it can be assured that he will have the
summmy oflDK
fs matter completed by March 30. IDK
due to see Professor Whiteford
on 17th March 2010. I also discussed the preliminary interviews with Brother Gerald and Brother Andrew
Moraghan withlDK
parlier on the day of the mediation. At present both are scheduled for the same
day but this could be changed ifnecessary. IDK
jis aware that Brother Peter Rodney is overseas and
he is still very keen to speak with him when he comes back. I indicated that this would not be a problem.
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